Approval of a proposed day care center for children of ND-SMC faculty and students was postponed Monday by SMC administrators until organizers can meet certain legal conditions.

The Happy Day Care Center must receive approval before it is scheduled to operate from the clubhouse on the south side of Holy Cross Hall.

Bob Weaver, co-author and ND student government council coordinator, said the center must present plans to maintain the center up-key and to move its facilities when the clubhouse is scheduled for night-time

"It's a problem of logistics which poses no real problem," Weaver said.

---

**World Briefs**


**Karachi, Pakistan** - If the leaders of India and Pakistan cannot be brought together for peace negotiations, the United States and the Soviet Union probably would be asked to participate in peace-making efforts, a Karachi newspaper, quoting authoritative sources, disclosed. The U.S. and the Soviet Union are already assisting Iran in its mediation between India and Pakistan, the Karachi Star also stated.

**Washington** - The House Ways and Means Committee began consideration, behind closed doors, of the tax aspects of President Nixon's New Economic Program which are aimed at stimulating a business upturn and reducing unemployment. The committee tentatively agreed to relate the specific economic business investment in new equipment but in a simpler form than proposed by having a single-rate credit.

Washington - Some $300 million for emergency public service jobs will be allocated to cities, counties and neighborhoods where unemployment has been in excess of six per cent, the Department of Labor announced. The money is part of a $1 billion appropriation made for the current fiscal year under the new public service act.

Washington - President Nixon was urged by Sen. William Proxmire to withdraw a significant increase in gasoline prices established by the oil industry just before the administration's price freeze was imposed.

The Wisconsin democrat, who is chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, called the increase "clearly inflationary" even though it went into effect before the wage-price freeze.

Washington - Although the summer passed without massive urban riots, group and political violence from civil disorders to the am-bushing of policemen—became so widespread and persistent that some authorities believed it was more troubling than the riots during the 1960s. Violence resulting from social unrest has remained at a high level in urban disorders.

---
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---

**OK for day care center delayed by St. Mary's**

A nine-member board of directors, which has been established for the one administrative representative, consists of three students, three salaried staff members and one administrator.

The three permanent college members are trained in child development and experience.

Insurance coverage is to be provided by the SMC insurance policy and individually purchased accident insurance.

Outside donations may be solicited to cover expenses.

Miss Mastriana said she would have to like to have a one-to-one ratio of children to moderators and requested student and parents interested to contact her at 284-4248.

---

**Senate elections**

**Thursday vote**

Elections for the Student Senate will take place this Thursday in the dormitories.

The hours for voting vary according to hall but usually are scheduled during lunch and dinner.

Off Campus students should vote in the Office for Off Campus Housing.

The following is the list of the halls and the candidates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hall</th>
<th>Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>(2) Phil Brady, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorge</td>
<td>(2) Philip Reilly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badeen</td>
<td>(2) David Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavanaugh</td>
<td>(2) Philip Cernarson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillon</td>
<td>(2) No official candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farley</td>
<td>(2) Don Ferris, Jack ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavanagh</td>
<td>(2) Michael Henderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavanagh</td>
<td>(2) Phil Cernarson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillon</td>
<td>(2) No official candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>(2) Michael Henderson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**InPIRG: ND hosts convention**

A ranking diplomat commented: "Peking distrusts the Americans so much and it is therefore determined to prove the principle that Taiwan is politically part of mainland China that it is prepared to lose votes and even jeopardize its chance of being seated this year rather than make the slightest concession."

---

**Currents**

(continued on page 3)
Delays plague new Life Science Building

by Greg Padhorodsky

In 1964 the original plans for a life sciences center at the University of Notre Dame, Kresge Building, were completed. Seven years later the Galvin Life Science Center, which was designed specifically to enable students to have access to lectures or extramural material, opened in 1971. Located at the Convocation Center and Memorial Library, stands as the fulfillment of that plan.

Though substantially different from the original Kresge Building and the University's first life sciences center, the Galvin Life Science Center, designed for the twenty-first century, is an example of how world-class educational facilities can be designed for the twenty-first century. The Galvin Life Science Center is a state-of-the-art facility that will enable students to have access to lectures or extramural material, open in 1971.

The Galvin Life Science Center, designed to hold the department of biology, and microbiology, and the Lounsburgh Germ-Free Research Laboratories.

$200 million to go for emergency jobs

WASHINGTON, Sept. 28-The administration of President Nixon today announced $200 million in emergency funds for job creation and social service jobs to areas with high unemployment.

The funds, to be distributed in October, will go to cities, counties and states whose unemployment has been in excess of 6 percent. The money is part of a $1 billion appropriation made for the first time last year under Public Service Employment and the first general purpose federal employment assistance program since the Works Projects Administration of the 1930's.

McGrath emphasized that the first two years involved the research facilities of the second and third floors and that prime consideration was given to the bottom two floors, present use in, which contain the classrooms and laboratories involved in undergraduate study. The four floor structure, completed at 12 million dollars, a thirty percent increase over the original estimate, contains the capacity for future development. The penthouse, the Marmoleum-like structure crowing the roof, is removable.

Co-ex meals begin Sept. 27

The Galvin Life Science Center, designed to hold the department of biology, and microbiology, and the Lounsburgh Germ-Free Research Laboratories.

EM'-EYE'-EL'. TEE'-ESS

pronounced MTL's

also pronounced by many as MTL's

prominent in the area

MTL'S GRILL 214 W. Jeff

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

open 6 a.m. to 7 p.m.

G. D. Hodgson said he had a "target for us to complete the funding process by the end of this month," according to a public official. The New York Times said, "I have set a target for us to complete the funding process by the end of this month," according to a public official.

I would like to thank all clergy, faculty, and staff for their many Masses, and Mass cards sent to me during my recent illness.

Also Father McGrath, Dr. Weinstein, Mrs. Spence, faculty and staff of the Biology Department for their kindness, and also Mr. R. O'Brien, N.D. Band past and present members, Irish Guard, Mother Olivette Council, sisters and staff of St. Mary's for their many Masses and cards.

Again many thanks

John Fyfe

Requests for:

MARDI GRAS CHARITY FUND UNTIONS

DUE: Tuesday, September 28th

FORM: Itemized costs sheet on

APPLY: Student Government - Allocation Box 360 Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

QUESTIONS: 7130 or 3651

Additional fees for PURDUE game

Available now at Travel Bureau

Co-ex meals begin Sept. 27

100 dinner exchange tickets will be available daily for St. Mary's students at the Millet Student Center.

Dining halls at 100 exchange tickets will be available for ND students to use at SMC, according to Gary Caruso, co-ex dinner director.

The program will begin Monday.

The exchange program is flexible, Caruso added, "any group that arrives at a particular special meal should make special arrangements." Additionally, there could be an unlimited number of people eating at both campuses. Caruso and Ann Sullivan, St. Mary's representative, will meet with Edmund Price, ND food director, and Raymond Perry, SMC food director, to discuss the mechanism for obtaining exchange tickets.
the ugliest words in college!

on the next six chapters

Your average reading speed probably ranges between 150 and 300 words per minute. Graduates of the Reading Dynamics course read and study at least 3 to 4 times faster. You will see a short, enjoyable movie and have all your questions answered.

Center for Continuing Education Notre Dame Ave.

SU resumes mail and bus service

The Student Union Services Commission has resumed free mail service between the ND-SMC campuses and its weekend trips to Chicago's O'Hare Airport. Commissioneer James Scheid said on campus mailboxes are located in all SMC dormitories and outside the Notre Dame dining halls and the Library.

"Last year it was up to the on-campus mailmen to pick up the mail," Scheid said Monday. "This year, however, we have hired ND and SMC students to pick up the mail and deliver it to all dormitories."

The weekend bus trips will leave the Circle every Friday at 3:30 p.m. and return from O'Hare at 5 p.m. Tickets are available at the Travel Bureau located in Badin Hall.

Academic Com. plans election

The Student Government Academic Commission is sponsoring elections to the Academic Council. According to Fred Giuffrida, Academic Commission chairman, this is a very important election in that the Academic Council is equivalent to the SLC on the academic level.

Giuffrida noted that, "There is a big chance for shakiness in this realm with co-education. We need responsible and articulate individuals who will be able to advance and defend the student point of view."

Candidates will be sent to the college Advisory Councils for interviews. The number of applicants will be cut to three and sent to a committee composed of the four advisory council presidents, John Barrett, a faculty member and an administrator from the Academic Council, who will have only advisory privileges.

Applications should include an explanation of the candidates' qualifications, and must be submitted to the Student Government office by Sept. 27.

There will be one student selected from each of the colleges.

Hesburgh addresses freshmen at special lecture session

by Ariie Quin

In the first of a series of lecture-sponsored by the Freshman Year of Studies. University President Theodore M. Hesburgh spoke last night in Washington Hall to a crowd consisting mainly of freshmen. Sparked by Hesburgh's humor, the talk was unique in that he used his own life experiences as examples of how the freshmen may contribute to society.

"Working on a wide variety of subjects, Hesburgh mentioned how he has been involved in trying to improve the Notre Dame community over the last twenty years. He also cited the accomplishments of some of the programs with which he has been associated, such as the space program, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the Commission on Civil Rights. His point was emphatically made as he reviewed the changes made in this country in the past fifteen years concerning Civil Rights and advances made by food research programs.

Hesburgh pointed out how 20 per cent of the world's population consumes 80 per cent of its resources. In a moving part of his talk Hesburgh said, "I wish somehow I could take all of you on a two week tour of the world to see how the others live." He mentioned such places as Hong Kong, where millions live in "junk city" and South Africa where people are forced to live in "concrete pig pens."

Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.

He told them, "You won't really live a full life unless somehow you learn how to give to other countries. One thing he hopes the freshmen get out of Notre Dame is "to learn to do something for others."

His advice was to have "compassion, open your mind to people everywhere and their problems," to be "competent - the poor people need somebody to teach them something, and to set up a list of priorities."

Dr. Emil T. Hofman, dean of the Freshman Year Office, introduced Hesburgh and mentioned that the purpose of the lecture series is for "freshmen to learn about what is happening and who is making it happen."

"The next lecture will be October 4 when the speaker will be St. Mary's College President Sister Alma Peters.

SG budget shows surplus

The Notre Dame Student Government finished the fiscal year ending August 31, 1971 with a net income from earnings totaling $34,957.62 and a net income from grants and activities. The Student Government paid out a total of $179,675.42 in grants and expenses during the year.

This year's student elections were well attended and the students' voices were heard. The election results were as expected and the new Student Government will continue to work for the students and the university.

The SG budget shows a surplus of $34,957.62 which will be used to fund the SG programs and activities for the upcoming fiscal year. The SG budget is a reflection of the students' wishes and priorities and will be used to fund the SG programs and activities for the upcoming fiscal year. The SG budget is a reflection of the students' wishes and priorities and will be used to fund the SG programs and activities for the upcoming fiscal year.
The late decision to deny students from the Graduating Class of St. Mary’s Notre Dame degrees or even Notre Dame credit for Notre Dame courses, born as it was of a marriage between stupidity and misanthropy, is probably only the first of a series of preposterous administrative blunders destined to come out of this merger. As such, it probably shouldn’t fret too many people. But for the SMC seniors who have taken between twenty-five to seventy-five per cent of their hours at Notre Dame, the decision must have been a bitter pill to swallow.

The dichotomy between Notre Dame and St. Mary’s is everywhere apparent. It is especially apparent at Grad Schools, where a degree from Notre Dame is worth far more than a degree from St. Mary’s. To deny between twenty-five to seventy-five per cent of their hours at Notre Dame credit for those courses because of an admission four years ago none of those schools were co-ed.

If you couldn’t go to Harvard, Princeton, or Yale, if you wanted it marked.” Of course, one’s answer to questions about the SMC degree offered at Notre Dame is still an unanswered question. We suggest the Universities of the Two Divide answer the question, affirmatively. Soon. It would be tragic to repeat this year’s travesty.

Awarding Degrees

Do they really think I can stop the rain?

Concurrent with the Administrative bungling of SMC degrees, the procrastination about establishing a day-care center is in questionable taste. Given its enthusiastic welcome from Father Hesburgh, Sr. Alma, The Excellent place for it. If the St. Mary’s administration is committed to using the clubhouse for the myriad of important things it was used for last year, another empty St. Mary’s office should be used. But this continual delay in setting sail for our own dear homeland where at least there is something I can believe in.

Dear Altimus,

It has been many days, my good friend, since I last wrote you concerning my travels in these lands west of the setting sun. As you will recall, at the last juncture, I was entering the great nation of the Two Divides. My voyage, of course, was for the first time bountiful, grand and sweeping as they were, do seem to hold true today now where I travel in this broad, energetic land. Everywhere, I find myself discovering healthy and active people, industrious doings and an overall zestfulness of living that displays itself no matter what the season or climate. I find the place rich with excitement, and yet, I would not be telling you the whole of my feelings if I neglected to mention one thing. One thing that I discovered in that life deeper than the surface appearances, I seem to detect the absence of some essential element that is pervasive and all-important in our own-all-American culture. Just what this element is I can readily, say, but perhaps you can learn of it if I describe for you one of the most central and exhilarating occurrences this way.

What I refer to is a ritual of the half season, one that I discovered in the midland farming region of the country. It is repeated, however, in nearly every city in the land, and in the warmer southern and coastal climates it goes on in even into the winter months. It is called the football game. It is an incredible ritual. The central event, the bunting of two opposing teams to get an inflated pigskin deep into the other’s territory is packed with significance, and yet, there is so much more.

Preparations for these games take days. There are mass gatherings resembling war dances in each team’s barnyard. Rhythmic chanting and drumming are a part of these assemblies as well as the multicolored explosions of fireworks. There are staged appearances of old hat and the old loved leaders, leaders who praise the gathered multitudes for their possession of the spirit, a spirit which gives victory. Needless to say, the supposition of their leaders is that one who wears the red, and who dwells in the sky, and the other, called God, who is ever more present.

On the day of the game itself excitement reaches a peak. It begins with the eating of ritual foods—must winers or patties on rolls, accompanied with spiced sauces, and dressings from grains. The excitement is raised to a higher pitch by powerful outburst—something that blows through the body like wind; it moves us to the depths of your body as you rend the corners of buildings. Then, at the appropriate hour, the tens of thousands of spectators stream into the vast stadium.

The place with excitement, and yet, I would not be telling you the whole of my feelings if I neglected to mention one thing. One thing that I discovered in that life deeper than the surface appearances, I seem to detect the absence of some essential element that is pervasive and all-important in our own-all-American culture. Just what this element is I can readily, say, but perhaps you can learn of it if I describe for you one of the most central and exhilarating occurrences this way.

What I refer to is a ritual of the half season, one that I discovered in the midland farming region of the country. It is repeated, however, in nearly every city in the land, and in the warmer southern and coastal climates it goes on in even into the winter months. It is called the football game. It is an incredible ritual. The central event, the bunting of two opposing teams to get an inflated pigskin deep into the other’s territory is packed with significance, and yet, there is so much more.

Preparations for these games take days. There are mass gatherings resembling war dances in each team’s barnyard. Rhythmic chanting and drumming are a part of these assemblies as well as the multicolored explosions of fireworks. There are staged appearances of old hat and the old loved leaders, leaders who praise the gathered multitudes for their possession of the spirit, a spirit which gives victory. Needless to say, the supposition of their leaders is that one who wears the red, and who dwells in the sky, and the other, called God, who is ever more present.

On the day of the game itself excitement reaches a peak. It begins with the eating of ritual foods—must winers or patties on rolls, accompanied with spiced sauces, and dressings from grains. The excitement is raised to a higher pitch by powerful outburst—something that blows through the body like wind; it moves us to the depths of your body as you rend the corners of buildings. Then, at the appropriate hour, the tens of thousands of spectators stream into the vast stadium.

The place with excitement, and yet, I would not be telling you the whole of my feelings if I neglected to mention one thing. One thing that I discovered in that life deeper than the surface appearances, I seem to detect the absence of some essential element that is pervasive and all-important in our own-all-American culture. Just what this element is I can readily, say, but perhaps you can learn of it if I describe for you one of the most central and exhilarating occurrences this way.

What I refer to is a ritual of the half season, one that I discovered in the midland farming region of the country. It is repeated, however, in nearly every city in the land, and in the warmer southern and coastal climates it goes on in even into the winter months. It is called the football game. It is an incredible ritual. The central event, the bunting of two opposing teams to get an inflated pigskin deep into the other’s territory is packed with significance, and yet, there is so much more.

Preparations for these games take days. There are mass gatherings resembling war dances in each team’s barnyard. Rhythmic chanting and drumming are a part of these assemblies as well as the multicolored explosions of fireworks. There are staged appearances of old hat and the old loved leaders, leaders who praise the gathered multitudes for their possession of the spirit, a spirit which gives victory. Needless to say, the supposition of their leaders is that one who wears the red, and who dwells in the sky, and the other, called God, who is ever more present.

On the day of the game itself excitement reaches a peak. It begins with the eating of ritual foods—must winers or patties on rolls, accompanied with spiced sauces, and dressings from grains. The excitement is raised to a higher pitch by powerful outburst—something that blows through the body like wind; it moves us to the depths of your body as you rend the corners of buildings. Then, at the appropriate hour, the tens of thousands of spectators stream into the vast stadium.
Rick Smith

Tina did come close to turning 'em on
due to the unanticipated illness of our regular reviewer, the following is a rather pathetic attempt to tell you what happened, by an irregular reviewer. Your sympathy is welcomed.

Saturday night's concert was, I guess, pretty typical of the concerts here at Notre Dame except that it was not ended by thousands of screaming, means passing over the stage showing how cool they are and with it. And the only reason that that didn't happen was that the Rever was terminated prematurely. Since it seemed to me that when Tina first came on, the audience was pretty cold, very polite. It was only when she and Ike went through the "I've been loving you too long" routine (don't bring home any fish tonight mama, daddy's gonna bring lotsa crabs) that there was any rapport between artist and audience. Which is a sort of a trademark of Ike and Tina, if not of all similar Soul groups (and all musical groups, come to think of it).

So the main impressions gained through the concert was that by and large the audience appreciated the music, if only on a banal level. Had the concert gone longer, we might really have gotten into something really great. Or it might have degenerated into the usual mush.

This isn't much of a technical-sophisticated-intellectual review covering the finer points of the trade. It's just kind of an off the cuff attempt to let you know what happened from my narrow point of view. I'd say that if you are into soul music, you would have found Saturday night pleasurable in many ways, but also would have been somewhat disappointed at the shortness of the thing. If you were me, you would have just gotten a little kick out of the whole scene. So thank you.

By this time even the slowest of freshmen have learned the ground rules of this "donor game". You should know a few of the guys on the football team but you can get by if you know a few inside stories about them. More than one St. Mary's girl should by now have written you off as a heartless cad. Or you should have at least convinced your roommates that you've decimated enough hearts to keep Christian Bernard busy for a year. But if you're playing that game don't bother to bolster your ego trip by joining the Ombudsman staff. All we do is use our heads to make this place a little more human – and that doesn't impress anybody. Sure, a jock can invite a girl to examine a thigh he's muscled up just for her, but you're not going to get a cloud of dust, let alone three yards, if you offer to muscle up your head for some camp follower.

So we put a big zero under the column designated "social advantages of being the Ombudsman." But I'm not a masochist. I and the rest of the Ombudsman staff, get kicks out of handling the job of answering your questions and coping with your problems. In fact, we are able to enjoy sensations that you may have forgotten about.

One of those is the satisfaction of helping somebody out of a hole. It's a warm glow you get that sits right below that hangover from last night and right above the heartburn from lunch. The crowd, the rabble, is only capable of complaints. Answers and solutions are much harder to come by but they are surely the better way. Ask Dan Sullivan, a freshman on the Ombudsman staff, who hasn't even had a chance to complain about South Bend's October to April cold spell and won't ever get a chance to run Johnny Dee's name into the ground. Instead of spending his time convincing his roommates that the campus bus system is the worst transportation disaster to hit Notre Dame since Knute Rockne's plane crashed in 1931, Dan is working out the snags so you won't have to be ten minutes late to that class across the road.

Jack greets you can give another case in point. It's easier to let somebody else worry about the world's problems than to commit yourself to helping, say, kids with leukemia. But, if you can stand to have people tell you "I don't believe in leukemia" when you ask for donations on a football weekend and if you can get some friends to swallow their pride enough to wear floppy buttons with "leukemia" scribbled on them you can collect $300 on a Saturday morning.

But the enjoyment of being able to help get football tickets for freshmen who forget to pick their's up or to find a place for the karate club to practice is not the whole of being on the Ombudsman staff. It's dealing with people, especially the not infrequent nuts, that provides another dimension to our job. Not all of our calls are from the "Trail of St. Mary's Drawbridge" who wanted the Ombudsman to stop the sun from shining. We don't get many who complain that Father Burtchall double packed his chard in front of a water fountain on the eighth floor of Grace Tower. Not all our calls are like that – just enough to make all the trouble worthwhile.

Paul Dziedzic

Lions 98, christians 2, and closing fast

The non-violence program presents: Sr. Patricia McNeal speaking on 'The catholic left' today at 4:15 in Nieuland and on Wednesday and Thursday at 4:15 the film 'The holy outlaw' will be shown in 127 Nieuland
InPIRG to meet at ND

(continued from page 1)

function at full speed next Sep-
tember.

Not the least of these goals is
educating the students and other
members of the Notre Dame
community about the purpose
and intent of the InPIRG. Gen-
Nagle hopes this can be done
“through a large advertising
campaign. We plan to use

Soviet Jews petition UN
seeking aid in emigration

MOSCOW, Sept. 29—More than
900 Jews have signed an
open letter to the Soviet leaders
and to the United Nations
General Assembly demanding
assistance in emigrating to
Israel.

The petition, evidently timed
to coincide with the opening of
the 26th General Assembly
meeting, was made available
to foreign newsmen.

Representing perhaps as
many as 3,000 Jews from about
20 Soviet cities and towns, half
of them in the Soviet Republic
of Georgia, the appeal is believed
to have been signed by
widely coordinated signature-collection
force since Soviet Jews began
to campaign for aid in recent
years.

Calling on the Soviet leadership
to change its policy barring
unhindered emigration, the
petition said:

“The issue of free emigration
of Jews to Israel is not a new one
and is becoming more acute with
every passing day. More and
more Jews realize and then
openly proclaim that they do not
want to assimilate with other
peoples. This movement has
its historical causes and cannot be
stopped by administrative
directive.

“Here, in the U.S.S.R., where
there is no Jewish culture or
national life, where there are no
Jewish schools or Jewish
theaters, where there is no
possibility of studying Yiddish or
the culture and history of the
Jewish people, where the un-
precedentedly low percentage
of Yiddish-speaking Jews is
decaying from day to day, in this
country there is no future for us
as Jews.”

Affirming that they wanted
to live in a Jewish state “as equals
among equals,” the signers
charged that “Here, in the
Diaspora, we are permitted only
to sit in a synagogue or to rest in
a cemetery under the Star of
David.”

The petition represented
the latest effort in a continuing
campaign by an unknown number
of the Soviet Union’s two
million Jews to emigrate to
Israel. Emigration for all Soviet
citizens is restricted, and
permission is granted only after a
complete background in-
vestigation. Persons who are
employed in sensitive security
positions or who are of military
age are generally barred from
leaving.

The rate of Jewish emigration
spurted earlier this year, rising
to perhaps as many as 1,400 in
April. Since then the number
of monthly requests permits
has declined, but the rate is still
above that of last year when only
about 1,000 left in the entire
year.

needs people and ideas for the
new constitution, to be effective
April 1, 1972. Anyone who can
offer ideas on any part of the
structure should contact Ed
Ellis 8028 or 7663, or come to
the next meeting, 9: P.M. tonight
in the Grace Tower Pent House.

Applications for the
Academic Council are due
September 27.

Include a short resume of your
qualifications, and leave application
in Student Government office
Ara amiable, Alex angry Sat.

by Jim Donaldson

Northwestern coach Alex Agase was not about to answer any questions Saturday.

Disgusted over the 50-7 drubbing his Fighting Irish had given to the Fighting Irish, Agase had no desire to put the hell best out of us and that’s all there was to it.”

When asked if quarterback, was not so close-mouthed, “Notre Dame has the best four I’ve ever seen. Patulouski is just got.

Big Walt and his defensive chums earned themselves a great show and both Bill Etter and Pat Steenberge performed solidly, if not spectacularly, at the quarterback position. The Haycraft boys were the Irish field general this season had been a season of much appreciation among the Notre Dame faithful. Saturday’s outing didn’t provide anything up to the “quarterback question”, but it did put the minds of many fans at ease. Steenberge and Etter, working together, got the job done and was pleased with the way that both Etter and Steenberge were performed at quarterback. Coach Ara Parseghian in the locker room after the game. "Each man did what he does best, well, I thought Steenberge, the whole side of the field, was great show, and I feel that Bill Etter ran with the ball very well." Parseghian commented.

I had decided to play both, according to the situation, before the game," Ara said. “Although this is the first time I have alternated quarterbacks, we will continue to do so if the circumstances dictate it.”

The difference in attitude in the Irish and Wildcat locker rooms was as vivid as the point totals on the scoreboard. Agase was tight-lipped and angry and his players wasted little time in carping and getting on the bus for home.

In the Notre Dame dressing room, mood was much happier. There was lots of activity and talk in the crowded quarters as the players relished their victory and discussed the game with friends and newsmen.

Ken Schlezes, a junior who interrupted three passes, tying the 21-stone Irish mark for pass thefts in a game, could be heard talking to the best day in his college career.

"I went in for O’Malley in passing situations. I just switched the quarterback and played the ball." Patulouski bowed over the circle of reporters around him and patiently answered a variety of questions.

Bill Etter, happy to be back in the game again after a year’s absence, remarked, "I felt terrific out there. I have more confidence now than I had two years ago. I wasn’t nervous a bit.

Everywhere in the Notre Dame dressing room, news of the big game could be seen. Ara was as pleased with his charges as Agase. Again, explained his club’s poor showing in the running game.

"If you can’t run the ball you can’t win. We ran into the line and gained a yard or two, we were forced to throw. Notre Dame had the people to pick up the Irish.

Parseghian was quick to point out that the score wasn’t indicative of the type of ball club the Wildcats had. Few people had thought that the Irish would breeze to victory.

The defense forced Northwestern to make a number of mistakes which we capitalized on," Parseghian continued. “The turnovers made the difference.”

Coach Parseghian has remarked on several occasions this fall that, “There are a number of ways to win a game. His Irish displayed a pretty good one today. It kind of makes you wonder what they’ll show us next weekend.”

Irish

In the past six years, Notre Dame student-athletes have been awarded 28 academic grants for graduate study. Last season’s Co-captain, Larry DiNardo, received three such grants last year and is now attending the Notre Dame law school. Irish football players have accounted for 12 grants.

In 82 seasons of football since 1887, Notre Dame team has won 128 games, lost 142 and tied 87. This is a .376 winning percentage, inclusive of ties.

Track meeting scheduled

Anyone interested in participating in the varsity track team is invited to attend a meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in the A.C.C.

Ruggers top West. Mich.

Giorgio scores twice in Irish win

A pair of try's by Herb Giorgio carried the Notre Dame rugby club to a hard fought victory over Western Michigan Saturday morning behind Stearns Center. The match was the first of the season for the Irish.

Good pass from captain Rich Campagna and fly-half Pat Krueger enabled Giorgio to cross the Western Michigan goal with the only Irish scores of the day. Although the score was close, the Irish dominated the action, despite being outnumbered much of the game, and missed several scoring opportunities.

The "Irish" team had an easier time recording their first win of the day as the "Western Michigan" squad, 14-0 Fred Manley, Chuck Simac and John Connor scored try's for Notre Dame and Ed O'Connell booted a pair of conversions.

Herb Giorgio weekend, traveling to Cleveland to play John Carroll.
Editor,

I have to give credit to a few guys who asserted what could have been a major panky raid on Wednesday evening. As it turned out, only a major pep rally occurred.

These four guys decided that the situation was out of hand, and stopped the excited crowd at the Grotto to talk to them for a minute. They pointed out that if the panky raid ended like the one two years ago, then Mr. Stepan and the Board of Trustees would probably consider John Barkett's statement that the students are responsible enough to enforce rules a mere rhetorical comment. As it turned out, the little pep talk at the grotto resulted in an orderly and harmless pep rally, not panky raid, at St. Mary's.

My hat is certainly off to the four courageous guys who stood up to at least 800 others in hopes of attaining respect towards the
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ND student Thanks to Tom Gies, Pete McVoy, Herb Eastman, and Gary Caruso.

Jay Hayes Lyons Hall

Editor:

The saddest and most overwhelmingly depressing aspect of the latest Trustee-student confrontation is the terrible feeling of deja vu it recalls for those of us who have watched similar battles in years gone by. Despite the sincere wishes on the part of every thinking person on this campus, we have not been able to move past the question of hall, and ultimately student autonomy; we have been consumed by a ridiculously banal game of Beat the Clock and Watch the Cop. I cannot help but be filled with a deep sense of frustration—please people, there ARE other things in the world to worry about than 2 a.m. and Indiana drinking statutes. Will the time ever come when people will be able to do more than habitate this campus, complaining and living for summers and graduation. Ur will you someday be able to see the campaign promises of everybody since Robert Rassie come to fruit—will the quality of life ever improve here? I fear not, unless we realize that we stand exactly where we stood four years ago as far as hall life is concerned, and that is certainly not progress.

Sincerely

Tom Gies
341 Lyons

Editor:

I am writing this letter in response to the article "Enforcement has little effect" of Sept. 13. The article quoted me, but some clarification is needed in regard to one statement. It seems that your interviewer took one comment out of context, and the statement can easily be misconstrued by your readers.

You claimed in your article that St. Edward's Hall had a number of "section parties." Such parties are specifically against the Trustees' recent statement to Fr. Hesburgh. When I was interviewed, I pointed out that parties were held in different sections, but drinking was restricted to private rooms, in accordance with the reenacted SLC statement. As you are all aware, the term "section party" here at Notre Dame has a much different connotation—i.e., drinking in the corridors, in the lunch and so on. Such behavior did not occur in our hall, as men are well aware of these regulations, so no enforce them themselves.

If one were to go by your article, it would seem that St. Ed's blatantly violated University regulations. As I stated before, this is not the case.

I hope you will clarify this point in the next issue of the Observer.

Sincerely yours,

Martin Simon
President
St. Ed's Hall

Editor:

We as students who eat at the South Dining Hall want the Want Taiwan out

Peking may refuse UN seat

(continued from page 1)

concurrence, Albania and her co-sponsors will have no leeway to allow her resolution to be amended, according to the diplomats.

Other diplomatic reports reaching Ottawa said that Peking has indicated its desire that the General Assembly also reaffirm the Big Four's declaration in 1941 and IMG that Taiwan must be restored to China. The future of Taiwan is certain to come up when President Nixon visits in Peking with Chairman Mao Tse Tung and Premier Chou En-Lai.

The report of Peking's desire to see the Assembly reaffirm the wartime declarations on Taiwan suggested to qualified diplomats here that the communist might go so far as to refuse to enter the United Nations— even if diplomats from the United States and Japan would strive to turn Taiwan into an "independent" state if the Nationalist Chinese are expelled in the absence of such a reaffirmation.

China's long-term strategy, it was said, may attach greater importance to the status of Taiwan than to a United Nations seat.

On numerous occasions, ranking officials in Peking have expressed their concern that the United States and Japan would strive to turn Taiwan into an "independent" state if the Nationalists were voted from the United Nations.

It was noted that Peking officials had been privately expressed doubts that the expulsion could be achieved this year because of the United Nations' determination to save the nationalists' Assembly seat when the Communists were admitted. The officials U.S. position on this question of "dual representation," as expressed in the draft resolution to be presented tomorrow, is that Communist China should be admitted as one of the five permanent members of the Security Council; but that the United Nations should affirm "the continuing right of representation of the Republic of China."

The diplomats here noted any Chinese demand that the assembly take a stand on the status of Taiwan— which Peking considers an internal matter— might throw new support to the U.S. resolution. The diplomats said it could not be concluded that Peking, believing that the American resolution will be voted, has chosen to score political points that will be important in the future.

Anyone interested in working overseas this summer must attend the meeting tonight Tuesday Sept. 21, at 7:30 in the Engineering Aud.